the first ethnographic film made in the context of fieldwork away from home: Alfred Cort Haddon, Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to the Torres Straits, 1898
--systematic salvage ethnography --team research, from different specialist angles --followed by Walter Baldwin Spencer
1900-1920s: Curtis and Flaherty
Pre-WWI, innovation anthropology did not contribute to ethnographic film in any systematic way during the early decades Films of "exotic" peoples produced commercially --public edification and amusement, educational-film movement, 1920s 
Timothy Asch worked with Napoleon Chagnon, films on the Yanomamo of Venezuela Asch and the Marshalls set up Documentary Educational Resources (DER).

Cinéma Vérité
Jean Rouch, first full time ethnographic film professional "The only way to film is to walk about with the camera, taking it to wherever it is the most effective, and improvising a ballet in which the camera itself becomes just as much alive as the people it is filming"-participant camera --camera moved in amongst people, part of the world it depicted, spontaneous, ethnographic camera; reflexivity; --social engagement --lightweight cameras, synchronous sound-recording --shared anthropology
1960s-1970s
The 
